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Abstract
Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) is a general-purpose meaning representation that has become popular for
its clear structure, ease of annotation and available corpora, and overall expressiveness. While AMR was designed
to represent sentence meaning in English text, recent research has explored its adaptation to broader domains,
including documents, dialogues, spatial information, cross-lingual tasks, and gesture. In this paper, we present an
annotated corpus of multimodal (speech and gesture) AMR in a task-based setting. Our corpus is multilayered,
containing temporal alignments to both the speech signal and to descriptions of gesture morphology. We also
capture coreference relationships across modalities, enabling fine-grained analysis of how the semantics of gesture
and natural language interact. We discuss challenges that arise when identifying cross-modal coreference and
anaphora, as well as in creating and evaluating multimodal corpora in general. Although we find AMR’s abstraction
away from surface form (in both language and gesture) occasionally too coarse-grained to capture certain cross-
modal interactions, we believe its flexibility allows for future work to fill in these gaps. Our corpus and annotation
guidelines are available at https://github.com/klai12/encoding-gesture-multimodal-dialogue.
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1. Introduction

Determining the relationship between language
and meaning has been an active research topic
in linguistics, cognitive science, and artificial intel-
ligence for decades. To this end, finding an ade-
quate representation scheme to encode the mean-
ing of linguistic expressions has been challeng-
ing. One representation that has become popu-
lar in recent years due to its clear structure and
overall expressiveness is Abstract Meaning Rep-
resentation (AMR) (Banarescu et al., 2013). As
a general-purpose meaning representation for lan-
guage, AMR bridges the gap between the sub-
tleties of natural language and the explicit encod-
ing required for computational understanding.

While AMR’s design was primarily oriented to-
wards capturing the meaning within English sen-
tences in written text, AMR’s architecture, ease
of annotation, and the availability of comprehen-
sive corpora have contributed to its widespread
adoption in the research community. AMR’s adapt-
ability has also been tested across a range of
domains beyond standalone sentences, encom-
passing broader linguistic structures such as full-
length documents (O’Gorman et al., 2018), dia-
logues (Bonial et al., 2020), spatial information
(Bonn et al., 2020), as well as cross-lingual tasks
(Cai, 2022; Wein and Bonn, 2023) (Sec. 2).

Here, we explore further adaptation of AMR to a
new domain: multimodal interaction through spo-
ken language and gesture. Specifically, we create

(1) “Push that block left.”
(p / push-01

:mode imperative
:ARG0 (y / you)
:ARG1 (b / block

:mod (t / that))
:ARG2 (l / left))

(2) Gesture for “push left”
(i / icon-GA

:ARG0 (s / signaler)
:ARG1 (p / push-01

:direction (l / left))
:ARG2 (a / actor))

Figure 1: A multimodal communicative act, and
its associated speech (1) and gesture (2) AMRs.
Coreference relations are shown with colors.

a corpus of speech and gesture meaning on top of
the existing EGGNOG dataset (Wang et al., 2017),
which annotates gesture morphology and intent
in an English-instructed block-building task. We
present a comprehensive annotation scheme with
guidelines and accompanying annotated corpus of
multimodal (speech and gesture) AMR (Sec. 3).

https://github.com/klai12/encoding-gesture-multimodal-dialogue
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Our corpus consists of 21 one-minute long video
segments and is multilayered: speech and gesture
AMRs are temporally aligned with the speech sig-
nal and its transcription, as well as existing annota-
tion for gesture morphology provided by EGGNOG
(Sec. 4).

Figure 1 shows an example scenario in our data:
a speaker says “Push that block left”; the AMR for
that sentence is shown in PENMAN (Matthiessen
and Bateman, 1991) notation. The speaker simul-
taneously moves his hand to the left; we represent
the gesture’s meaning using Gesture AMR (Brutti
et al., 2022; Donatelli et al., 2022). Finally, we
mark coreference relations across the two modal-
ities; these are shown with colors (for simplicity,
implicit roles in the gesture AMR are not shown).
In the example, the word “push” in the speech de-
notes the same action as the pushing motion in the
gesture; likewise, the word “left” and the direction
of motion can be mapped to each other. Then, the
implicit “you” in the imperative corresponds to the
“actor” of the gesture.

Our work fills a gap in multimodal meaning
representation, namely to link research on multi-
modal semantics (Sec. 2) to practical, application-
oriented design as embodied in AMR. Additionally,
our corpus allows for identification and analysis
of cross-modal anaphora and coreference (Sec. 4,
5). Evaluation of our work both quantitatively and
qualitatively shows our task to be both challenging
yet useful: while multimodal AMR design is limited
by the constraints of the AMR formalism and inter-
annotator agreement is not as high as for other
AMR corpora, this shows the need for continued
exploration of this research space to better under-
stand how modalities interact in conveying mean-
ing. We discuss these aspects of our research, as
well as potential avenues for integrating our work
into broader representations of and systems for sit-
uated dialogue.

2. Related Work

2.1. AMR and Extensions

As previously mentioned, AMR is one of the more
popular tools for representing the semantics of
language, expressing the meaning of a sentence
in terms of its predicate-argument structure (Ba-
narescu et al., 2013). AMRs were designed to be
both easy for humans to annotate and for comput-
ers to parse. AMR has been extended in several
ways to represent additional aspects of language
and communication.

For example, the Multi-sentence AMR (MS-
AMR) corpus (O’Gorman et al., 2018) annotates
existing sentential AMRs with information about
coreference, implicit roles, and bridging relation-

ships (Poesio et al., 1997). The scheme links indi-
vidual AMRs using these relationships, presenting
a representation of meaning across a document or
discourse.

Dialogue-AMR (Bonial et al., 2020) introduces
a detailed schema for representing illocutionary
force in AMR; it is the most extensive of the an-
notation schemes that exist for AMR for spoken
interaction (Bastianelli et al., 2014; Shen, 2018).
Dialogue-AMR extends standard AMR with three
extensions: (i) a taxonomy of speech acts (Searle,
1969; Bunt et al., 2012); (ii) annotations for tense
and aspect to track task status and completion (Do-
natelli et al., 2018); and (iii) normalizing of propo-
sitional content to standard concepts for down-
stream operationalization.

Additionally, Uniform Meaning Representation
(UMR), has been extended from AMR to accom-
modate cross-linguistic diversity, and support lexi-
cal and logical inference (Van Gysel et al., 2021) by
incorporating aspect, scope, temporal and modal
dependencies, as well as inter-sentential corefer-
ence, including co-reference with negation and
quantification. As the amount of annotated UMR is
currently relatively small, it has not been extended
to gesture as of yet. There is work however, to
extend UMR’s schema for multimodal interactions
(Lai et al., 2021).

2.2. Gesture and Multimodality
Gesture refers to the way people move their
hands (and sometimes other body parts) when
they speak and communicate information. Ges-
tures can be classified according to their relation
to speech, both in terms of their relative timing,
as well as how gesture enhances or complements
the speech content. Co-speech or co-verbal ges-
tures, which co-occur with spoken words, are
thought to contribute to meaning and discourse
in the same way as lexical items (Kendon, 2004;
McNeill, 2008), and can themselves project illo-
cutionary propositions distinct from speech (Lück-
ing and Ginzburg, 2020). Within the class of co-
speech gestures, referential gestures (e.g., iconic,
metaphoric, deictic) visually illustrate some aspect
of the spoken utterance, while non-referential ges-
tures (e.g., beat) align with important words and
help structure the utterance and discourse. Mean-
while, pro-speech gestures (which fully replace
spoken words) and post-speech gestures (which
follow spoken expressions they modify) can also
trigger various inferences (Schlenker, 2018). Fi-
nally, gesture can be analyzed for its contribu-
tion to dialogue structure: interactive gestures help
manage turn-taking, indicate the next speaker, re-
pair utterances, backchannel, and provide align-
ment between speakers (Bavelas et al., 2008;
Lücking and Ginzburg, 2020; Lücking et al., 2021).
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Formal work on integrating (co-speech) gesture
into the semantics of discourse argues that the
meaning of gesture is dependent on both its form
and its links to accompanying linguistic context.
For example, Lascarides and Stone (2009) ar-
gue that gesture and speech provide complemen-
tary information and together compose an inte-
grated, overarching communicative act with a uni-
form force and consistent assignments of scope
relationships. In such accounts, gesture is often
thought to be underspecified or capable of car-
rying partial meaning in a way language cannot
(Cassell et al., 2000). Language can thus serve
to disambiguate gesture, especially iconic gesture
(Lawler et al., 2017); this mirrors deictic gesture’s
disambiguating abilities with demonstratives in lan-
guage (Lücking et al., 2006). Similarly, other ap-
proaches argue that utterance production is inher-
ently multimodal, in which gesture complements
speech in communicating linguistic and symbolic
representations, retrieving words, and vying for op-
timal expressivity (Krauss et al., 2000; McNeill and
Duncan, 2000; Kita and Özyürek, 2003; De Ruiter,
2004; Pustejovsky and Krishnaswamy, 2021).

A line of recent work has focused on automat-
ically discretizing gestures into meaningful units
similar to language tokens or word embeddings.
Abzaliev et al. (2022) use contrastive pre-training
to learn a joint embedding space that aligns lan-
guage and gesture; the authors use this associa-
tion to predict speaker native language and lever-
age gesture embeddings themselves to predict lin-
guistic content. Inspired by distributional seman-
tics, Vogel et al. (2023) adapt the idea of linguistic
context vectors to gesture: gestures classified in
the same semiotic types as those used in this pa-
per (Sec. 3) are used as target items, and the au-
thors explore the relative frequency of words in the
contexts of gestures. Results show non-random
interaction between gesture vectors and gesture
type vectors. Finally, very recent work has fine-
tuned large language models to take in discrete
atomic motion elements represented as novel lan-
guage tokens; this causal model can then pro-
duce real-time, semantically meaningful listener
responses in the form of gesture (Ng et al., 2023).

There are several annotation schemes for ges-
ture, some of which focus on its descriptive charac-
teristics, such as hand shape, trajectory informa-
tion, and location with respect to the body (Kong
et al., 2015; Rohrer et al., 2020). Others focus on
classifying gestures according to how they acquire
their meaning; for example, referential gestures
can be classified as deictic, iconic, metaphoric, or
emblematic (Ekman and Friesen, 1969; McNeill,
1992; Mather, 2005). Some focus on the align-
ment of gesture and speech; however, typically
these schema are primarily descriptive and do

not encode gesture meaning independently (Kipp,
2001; Allwood et al., 2005; Kipp et al., 2007). Fi-
nally, the Behavior Markup Language (BML) de-
scribes gesture with respect to embodied conver-
sational agents (Kopp et al., 2006). While BML can
describe multiple forms of behavior (e.g., gesture,
gaze, etc.), executing such actions requires an ad-
ditional interpretation layer.

3. AMR for Gesture

In this paper, we adopt Gesture AMR (Brutti et al.,
2022; Donatelli et al., 2022) to represent the se-
mantics of gesture. We find that the flexibility of
AMR is able to easily accommodate the structures
in gestural expressions. Furthermore, by com-
bining it with MS-AMR, we are able to provide
not only links between the contents of the ges-
ture and speech modalities, but also potentially
allow for situated grounding to context (Sec. 5).
While Gesture AMR does not currently consider
non-referential beat or rhythmic gestures, because
we are interested in gestures that carry their own
meaning or intention similarly to speech, we find
the focus on referential or content-bearing ges-
tures to be sufficient for our current study.

Gesture AMRs follow a canonical template:

(g / [gesture]-GA
:ARG0 (s / signaler)
:ARG1 [content]
:ARG2 (a / actor))

A gesture AMR is anchored by a gesture act
(GA), where [gesture] can be icon, deixis,
emblem, or metaphor. The ARG0 represents
the gesturer, ARG1 contains the semantic con-
tent of the gesture, and ARG2 represents the ad-
dressee. The overall form of a gesture AMR par-
allels that of a Dialogue-AMR, in which the top
node represents a speech act (Bonial et al., 2020).
In our corpus, the gestures are instructions or
other communication on the part of one participant
(the signaler) directed towards the other (the ac-
tor); see Sec. 4.1 for more details. We therefore
use (s / signaler) and (a / actor) as the
ARG0 and ARG2, respectively.

Although the Gesture AMR specification in-
cludes metaphoric gestures, which show abstract
properties of the concepts or ideas they denote,
we did not observe any such gestures in our cor-
pus. Because we focused on gestures in a task-
based setting, we found that depictions of entities
and events reflect their concrete properties, such
as the shape of an object or the manner of an ac-
tion. Each of the other three types of gesture acts
is associated with a corresponding kind of seman-
tic content, as described below.
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Figure 2: Two examples of iconic gestures, denot-
ing a block (left) and the number 3 (right).

Figure 3: Two examples of deictic gestures, both
denoting locations.

Iconic Gesture. Iconic gestures, in general, de-
scribe objects or actions by depicting concrete
properties thereof. For example, figure 2 (left)
shows a signaler making a block shape with his
hand. This can be represented in Gesture AMR
as follows:
(i / icon-GA

:ARG0 (s / signaler)
:ARG1 (b / block)
:ARG2 (a / actor))

Action predicates are drawn from PropBank
(Palmer et al., 2005), while objects are described
with words, as in an English language AMR.

Another example of an iconic gesture, shown in
the right side of Figure 2, denotes the number 3.
This is represented in Gesture AMR as follows:
(i / icon-GA

:ARG0 (s / signaler)
:ARG1 3
:ARG2 (a / actor))

Although numbers are neither concrete objects
nor actions, and because the meaning of the
gesture is directly derived from its physical form,
namely, holding up three fingers to represent the
number 3, it is considered iconic.

Deictic Gesture. Deictic gestures denote ob-
jects or locations through pointing. For example,
figure 3 shows two examples of signalers pointing
to locations on the table. In each of these cases,
the corresponding gesture AMR is as follows:
(d / deixis-GA

:ARG0 (s / signaler)
:ARG1 (l / location)
:ARG2 (a / actor))

Figure 4: Emblematic gesture, denoting positive
acknowledgment.

Although the two gestures have different physi-
cal characteristics; for example, the two signalers
are pointing in different directions, one with her
finger, the other with his arm, etc.; their gesture
AMRs are identical. To simplify the annotation pro-
cess, we do not require annotators to include addi-
tional details, e.g., Cartesian coordinates of loca-
tions, as in Spatial AMR (Bonn et al., 2020).

Emblematic Gesture. Emblematic gestures
have a conventional meaning agreed upon by
members of some community, rather than one
directly related to its form. Figure 4 shows a
signaler making a “thumbs up” gesture, commonly
used in English-speaking countries to express
positive acknowledgment. In Gesture AMR, this
is represented as:
(e / emblem-GA

:ARG0 (s / signaler)
:ARG1 (y / yes)
:ARG2 (a / actor))

We note that the participants in our corpus (as
well as our annotators) are English speakers in an
American university setting. However, work is be-
ing done to explore how Gesture AMR can be ap-
plied in different cultural contexts, e.g., Arapaho
speakers in conversation or monologues (Bonn
et al., 2024).

Gesture with Multiple Meaning Components.
Some gestures may contain multiple components
to their meanings; these can be of the same ges-
ture act type, or different ones. Figure 5 shows
a signaler simultaneously outlining a square with
his hands, and moving them slowly towards the
table. The hand orientation is interpreted as an
icon of a block; the motion is also interpreted as
an icon of downward movement. Gesture AMR
considers both components of the meaning, and
incorporates them into a (g / gesture-unit)
as follows:
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Figure 5: Gesture with two iconic elements (“block”
and “move down”).

Figure 6: Two simultaneous gestures.

(g / gesture-unit
:op1 (i / icon-GA

:ARG0 (s / signaler)
:ARG1 (b / block)
:ARG2 (a / actor))

:op2 (i2 / icon-GA
:ARG0 s
:ARG1 (m / move-01

:direction (d / down))
:ARG2 a))

Coordinated or Simultaneous Gestures. In
contrast to gesture units, which are considered sin-
gle gestures, there are also instances of multiple
independent gestures that occur simultaneously.
An example is shown in Figure 6: a signaler makes
a block shape with one hand, while moving the
other hand leftward. Because the two gestures
are separable (each gesture, done on its own with
one hand, has a well-defined meaning), they are
connected them under an (a / and) node as fol-
lows:

(a / and
:op1 (i / icon-GA

:ARG0 (s / signaler)
:ARG1 (s2 / slide-01

:direction (l / left))
:ARG2 (a2 / actor))

:op2 (i2 / icon-GA
:ARG0 s
:ARG1 (b / block)
:ARG2 a2))

4. Corpus of Multimodal AMR

4.1. Data Description
We used the EGGNOG corpus (Wang et al., 2017)
as the base for our annotations. EGGNOG con-
tains 360 videos (with a total length of eight hours)
of pairs of participants working together on a
shared task. One participant (the signaler) gives
instructions to the other (the actor) for how to build
a structure out of wooden blocks. Participants
were English speakers between the ages of 19 and
64, recruited from a university setting.

For each video, the EGGNOG corpus includes
time-stamped gesture labels, relevant part of the
body, physical poses or motion (e.g., “body:still”,
“head:rotate”), and intent (e.g., “stack”, “slide left”).

We selected 21 videos, each around one minute
long (23 minutes in total), in which the signaler
was allowed to use both language and gesture to
communicate. We then created speech transcripts
for the videos; we used the Coqui speech-to-text
toolkit with the English STT v1.0.0-huge-vocab
model (Coqui, 2021), and manually corrected the
output. The combination of EGGNOG’s annota-
tions, along our contribution of speech, gesture,
and multi-sentence AMRs result in a rich, multilay-
ered dataset for the exploration of in-context com-
munication.

4.2. Annotation Methodology
Speech and Gesture AMR. First, for each video,
given both types of EGGNOG gesture labels, the
speech transcript, and the video itself, annotators
were asked to create AMRs for each gesture and
spoken utterance. In this step, annotators consid-
ered each modality (language and gesture) sepa-
rately, and each individual gesture or utterance in
isolation. We note that because the speech tran-
scripts were created at the word level, annotators
performed their own segmentation of the speech
into utterances. Because the actors were mostly
moving blocks, with little or no other communi-
cation, we annotated signaler gestures and utter-
ances only. Annotation was done in ELAN (Witten-
burg et al., 2006), with separate tracks for speech
and gesture AMRs. An example of the ELAN an-
notation environment is shown in Figure 7.

We had a team of 5 annotators, made up of ad-
vanced undergraduate and master’s students at an
American university. We note that our annotators
were drawn from a similar population as the par-
ticipants in the EGGNOG corpus, who were also
mostly students/young people at an American uni-
versity. They were trained first on AMR, using
the online guidelines1, then on our Gesture AMR

1https://github.com/amrisi/
amr-guidelines/blob/master/amr.md

https://github.com/amrisi/amr-guidelines/blob/master/amr.md
https://github.com/amrisi/amr-guidelines/blob/master/amr.md
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Figure 7: ELAN annotation environment.

schema. At least two annotators were assigned
to each video: the first video was assigned to all
annotators and used for training in our annotation
scheme, while the other 20 were dually annotated.
We held weekly meetings with our annotators, to
answer questions, discuss issues with annotation,
and refine our annotation guidelines. We (three of
the authors, who are familiar with both standard
and gesture AMR) then adjudicated the 21 videos
(including the training video) to create a gold stan-
dard. Given the speech and gesture AMR anno-
tations from the trained annotators, we decided
which annotations were most appropriate given the
data, correcting any annotations where necessary.
While adjudication was done individually, we also
held weekly meetings among ourselves, where we
discussed and resolved any questions that arose
during the adjudication process.

For each modality (speech, gesture) individu-
ally, we calculated inter-annotator agreement us-
ing SMATCH (Cai and Knight, 2013) and S2MATCH
(Opitz et al., 2020), across the 20 non-training
videos. These scores measure the similarity be-
tween two annotators’ AMRs: SMATCH measures
the degree of overlap between two semantic fea-
ture structures; specifically, it measures the num-
ber of matching triples between two AMRs, given
a mapping function m from the variables of one to
those of the other. S2MATCH, rather than requiring
exact matches between instance triples, allows for
soft matches. For the concepts in each triple, we
extract their 100-dimensional GloVe vectors (Pen-
nington et al., 2014) and compute their cosine simi-
larity, with a minimum threshold of 0.5 below which
the concepts are too dissimilar to match. In an
equation, for two triples t = (a, :instance, x) and
t′ = (m(a), :instance, y), we compute a soft match
score

f(t, t′) =

{
cos(x, y), if cos(x, y) > 0.5
0, otherwise

}
Because annotators may create different num-

bers of AMRs for the same video (due to, e.g.,
differences in utterance segmentation, or which
body movements count as content-bearing ges-
tures), we first manually aligned the two annota-

Figure 8: Anafora annotation tool.

tors’ AMRs. Throughout the project, we found
that annotating speech AMR required more effort
than typical text AMR annotation, partially due to
the questions of segmentation. Then we concate-
nated the AMRs (by embedding them under an
(a / and) node, with :op numbers set by the
manual alignment), creating, for each video, one
speech and one gesture AMR for each annota-
tor. We computed SMATCH and S2MATCH using the
SMATCH++ toolkit (Opitz, 2023), standardizing the
AMRs by dereifying non-core relations and using
integer linear programming to compute the optimal
alignment between the AMRs. We report micro-
averaged F1 scores and bootstrapped 95% confi-
dence intervals.

Multimodal Multi-sentence AMR. Then, for
each video, annotators marked coreference and
certain bridging (specifically, set-member and part-
whole) relations across the gold standard AMRs
using MS-AMR. Relations could involve actions
and objects within a single modality, or across
both speech and gesture; some involved implicit
roles not directly mentioned in the speech or de-
picted in a gesture. Annotation was done using
Anafora (Chen and Styler, 2013), a web-based tool
for coreference and temporal annotation. Figure 8
shows an example of the Anafora annotation tool.
Again, at least two annotators were assigned to
each video, with the first video used for training
and the other 20 dually annotated. We continued
to hold weekly meetings with our annotators to an-
swer questions and provide guidance. Finally, we
adjudicated the 21 videos and created a gold stan-
dard.

Similarly to O’Gorman et al. (2018), we calcu-
lated inter-annotator agreement by computing the
CoNLL-2012 F1 score (Pradhan et al., 2014) on
the coreference annotations in the 20 non-training
videos. The CoNLL-2012 F1 score is the average
of the MUC (Vilain et al., 1995), B3 (Bagga and Bald-
win, 1998), and CEAFe (Luo, 2005) metrics, which
we computed using the reference implementation
of Pradhan et al. (2014).
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Gesture Act Top-level All
Icon 142 249

Deixis 63 129
Emblem 37 39

Gesture unit 50 -
Coordinated gestures 27 -

Table 1: Distribution of gesture act types.

Icon Deixis Emblem
put-01 40 location 99 yes 19
block 31 block 24 ok 6

slide-01 17 left 2 no 5

Table 2: Most common semantic contents of ges-
tures, by gesture act type.

4.3. Results

Our gold standard corpus contains 662 AMRs, of
which 343 are speech and 319 are gesture AMRs.
Among gesture AMRs, the distribution of gesture
act types is shown in Table 1, both in terms of
top-level nodes (including gesture units and co-
ordinated/simultaneous gestures), and looking at
all gesture act nodes (i.e., breaking gesture units
and coordinated gestures into their individual com-
ponents). Iconic gestures are the most common
type overall, followed by deictic gestures. Inter-
estingly, emblems were very rarely combined with
other gesture components, almost always appear-
ing alone.

The most common semantic contents (i.e.,
ARG1) for each gesture act type are shown in Ta-
ble 2. Icons are roughly evenly divided between
actions (e.g., put-01, slide-01, etc.) and objects
(e.g., block, tower, etc.). The vast majority of deic-
tic gestures denote locations, with some pointing
to blocks, and very few with other content. Em-
blems were generally used for acknowledgement,
both positive (yes, ok) and negative (no).

The EGGNOG task is very restricted in its do-
main, so most gesture patterns are grounded in the
goal of the block arrangements. As discussed, the
EGGNOG corpus contains labels describing ges-
ture morphology (e.g., “RA: move, up”), which are
continuous over the entire duration. After remov-
ing non-descriptive labels still and unknown, these
physical descriptions cover approximately 60% of
the corpus. We can therefore estimate that ap-
proximately 1/3 of the participant movements con-
sist of beat or other non-referring gestures. When
gesture AMRs overlapped with EGGNOG still and
unknown, typically the signalers held gestures for
extended durations while actors completed the ac-
tions indicated by the gestures.

We observe a wide variety of communication
styles, both in terms of preferences for speech vs.

SMATCH S2MATCH
Speech 48.9 (45.6-52.9) 64.8 (63.0-67.3)
Gesture 57.5 (47.5-65.2) 71.5 (61.5-77.4)

Table 3: Inter-annotator agreement (micro-
averaged F1) scores for speech and gesture
AMRs (95% confidence intervals in parentheses).

gesture, as well as types of gestures performed.
For example, the participant with the most spo-
ken utterances (41) used the fewest gestures (6),
while one of the participants with the fewest utter-
ances (11) had the second-highest number of ges-
tures (23, with 24 being the highest). One partici-
pant did not produce any purely iconic gestures at
all, while another participant’s gestures were exclu-
sively iconic. This may be due to a range of factors,
from individual personalities to native languages.

Our inter-annotator agreement scores for the
speech and gesture AMRs are shown in Table 3.
The SMATCH scores of 48.9 for speech and 57.5
for gesture are much lower than those for text-
based AMRs, which are generally between 70-80
(Bonial et al., 2020). On the other hand, we see
a considerable improvement when moving from
SMATCH to S2MATCH, with scores increasing to 64.8
for speech and 71.5 for gesture. These improve-
ments are much larger than those observed by
Opitz et al. (2020), who find S2MATCH scores within
2% of SMATCH scores when testing parsers on a
text-based corpus.

For gesture AMRs, we note that there is lexical
variation in the words used to describe the seman-
tic contents of gestures. In one example, a sig-
naler moved their hands closer together; where
one annotator used “closer”, another used “to-
gether”. Positive acknowledgement was variously
annotated with “good”, “great”, or “yes”. This is
much more variation than would be expected for
text-based AMR, since one can generally use the
same words as are in the text.

Even when annotators agreed on particular lex-
emes, we occasionally observe variation in the
specific inflected forms used. For example, some
annotators used plural forms (e.g., “blocks”, “cor-
ners”, etc.) while others normalized them (follow-
ing the general AMR guidelines) to their singular
lemmas (“block”, “corner”). We see this in both
gesture and speech AMRs.

For some complex constructions, mainly in
speech AMRs, we sometimes see annotators
create “shortcuts” using hyphenated concepts.
As an example, for “fourth row”, one annotator
wrote (f / fourth-row) instead of the com-
plete AMR:
(r / row

:ord (o / ordinal-entity
:value 4))
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In these cases, where annotators do not dis-
agree on the basic meaning of the utterances or
gestures, S2MATCH allows for soft matches be-
tween the relevant concepts (e.g., “good” and
“great”, “block” and “blocks”, “row” and “fourth-
row”, etc.). We therefore believe that S2MATCH bet-
ter reflects our annotators’ agreement on the se-
mantics of the speech and gesture in our corpus.

The multimodal multi-sentence part of our cor-
pus contains 436 relations: 388 coreference (iden-
tity) chains, 28 set-member relations, and 20 part-
whole relations. The 388 coreference chains have
a total of 1,933 mentions, for an average length of
4.98; these cover approximately half of the 3,833
entities (including 699 implicit roles) in our 662
AMRs.

For inter-annotator agreement, we get a CoNLL-
2012 F1 score of 60.46 (MUC: 71.58, B3: 63.57,
CEAFe: 46.22). This is again lower than the 69.86
score O’Gorman et al. (2018) report for text-based
MS-AMR, although not excessively so. The CEAFe
score in particular is much lower than the others.
Luo (2005) notes that CEAFe “reflects the percent-
age of correctly recognized entities” (in our case,
the percentage of entities shared by the two anno-
tators). Luo (2005) also defines a mention-based
score, CEAFm, that “reflects the percentage of men-
tions that are in the correct entities”; this score is
much higher for our corpus (67.4). This indicates
that there was much more agreement on longer
chains (which tend to be more obvious examples
of coreference) than shorter ones.

5. Discussion and Future Work

Facilitating the annotation process. As we
have alluded to, despite AMR’s ease of annota-
tion compared to other meaning representations,
our multimodal AMR annotation still proved chal-
lenging. In particular, while standard AMR is anno-
tated on predetermined sentences, our annotators
were required to segment speech transcripts into
utterances themselves. Furthermore, while the
EGGNOG gesture annotations are time-stamped,
annotators were not bound to the time stamps, and
could separate or combine gestures as they saw fit.
As a result, annotators often did not agree on the
number of utterances or gestures in a video, with
downstream consequences when it came time to
annotate the AMRs. Reaching an agreement on
segmentation first, before AMR annotation, would
alleviate these issues. Once the speech has been
segmented into utterances, an additional idea to
make the annotation process easier would be to
automatically parse the utterances into AMRs, and
have annotators make corrections, rather than writ-
ing their own AMRs from scratch.

Temporal patterns in gesture-language interac-
tions. When thinking about alignment between
gesture and speech, one can consider both se-
mantic alignment (relations between entity and
event mentions across the two modalities) and
temporal alignment (the relative placement of ges-
tures and utterances in time). Although this pa-
per focuses on semantic alignment, leaving a more
thorough analysis of temporal alignment to future
work, we can note that gesture AMRs overall cover
41.2% of the total video duration. Individual par-
ticipants gesture between 7% and 74% of the to-
tal video time, with the majority between 30% and
50%. In all cases, participants spoke for a longer
duration than they gestured; participants spoke be-
tween 46% and 96% of the video, with the major-
ity between 60% and 84%. Speech and gesture
commonly co-occur in the data; the overlap ranges
from 7% to 69% across the videos. These percent-
ages track closely with the gesture AMR propor-
tions in the videos; in other words, when people
gesture, they are talking.

Gesture sense meanings. As seen in Sec. 4.3,
the results of our annotation follow predictable pat-
terns given the nature of the task we focused on.
Table 2 shows an imbalance in iconic and deictic
gestures towards certain semantic content: 35%
of iconic gestures and 97% of deictic gestures are
composed of three gesture concepts. Here we find
both a limitation and a strength of our annotation
scheme. On one hand, many spatiotemporal prop-
erties of gesture are not captured by the current
annotation scheme. Though we find 40 instances
of put-01 as an iconic gesture, these gestures
are not identical and vary in their speed, man-
ner, and spatial location in relation to the speaker,
addressee, and denoted objects. Similarly, deic-
tic gestures vary in the perspective the speaker
assumes in making the gesture (see Figure 3).
How detailed morphological differences in gesture
map onto semantic meaning is often challenging
to determine (Lascarides and Stone, 2009), so we
choose to leave this for future work. In addition
to these spatiotemporal properties, gestures may
also differ in whether the speaker uses one or two
hands, which may also have subtle implications
for the intended or received meaning. However,
though the current version of our guidelines does
not include these properties, they are easily inte-
grated on top of the current annotation with non-
core AMR roles such as :manner and :mode to
more faithfully represent gesture meaning.

Situated grounding and AMR. In this paper,
we have addressed the issue of alignment across
channels in a multimodal (speech and gesture)
dialogue, but we have not addressed the ques-
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tion of situated grounding of an expression to
the local environment, be it objects in a situated
context, an image, or a formal registration in a
database. Situated grounding involves identifying
presupposed entities, relations, and events, that
are co-perceived and co-present to the agents in
the interaction during the dialogue (Pustejovsky
and Krishnaswamy, 2021). Although we have not
yet incorporated non-communicative context into
the meaning representations employed in this pa-
per, we believe that they have the basic facility for
situated grounding; i.e., explicit mention of object
and situational state in context (Lai et al., 2021).
For example, researchers have started to integrate
Gesture AMR with annotations of other kinds of
multimodal interactions (e.g., actions) to track ob-
jects and beliefs in a situated task (Khebour et al.,
2024a,b).

Challenges in multimodal coreference &
anaphora. While annotating cross-modal coref-
erence with MS-AMR, we observed several
instances where determining whether a relation-
ship was coreferent, anaphoric, or neither, was
difficult. Largely, these challenging cases resulted
from the situated and dialogic nature of our data.
For example, one signaler instructed the actor
to “turn [the block] so it’s parallel” (potential
coreferent or anaphoric tokens in bold) alongside
a turn gesture; the actor then followed up two
instructions later with “do the exact same thing
there.” Other examples often related to location
descriptions: the instruction “put one on top...in
the middle” was used by one signaler to indicate
the precise location of a block in combination with
a deictic gesture indicating the location.

The event anaphora examples resemble the
so-called sloppy identity effect (Ross, 1967), in
which the same verb phrase can be interpreted
with different arguments (Partee, 1975; Webber,
1978; Carnie, 2021). Such anaphora may thus be
better classified as coreference under transforma-
tion (Rim et al., 2023) than strict coreference or
anaphora. For all such cases, the signaler gave in-
structions, the actor attempted these instructions,
and the signaler referred to the attempt (the effect
of the instructions) with a pronominal or deictic ref-
erence. Thus, while the events themselves were
not coreferent in the sense of being identical given
their situated nature, the effects of the actions in-
volved in the event were identical. In regards to lo-
cation, while the intentions of the linguistic expres-
sions are not synonymous, the extensional seman-
tics of the expressions denote the same place and
can thus be coreferential. For both kinds of exam-
ples, we ultimately decided to mark coreference
relations between the relevant tokens.

Limitations of AMR. The design of AMR and
the particular interface for annotating MS-AMR
does not allow us to capture certain cross-modal
coreference relationships. We observed this in two
particular cases. First, several participants used
head nods or hand gestures to indicate negation.
As negation is indicated in standard AMR with the
attribute relation :polarity -, where - is con-
sidered a constant rather than a variable, it is im-
possible to link this to any concept in speech or
gesture AMR. Second, we often observed speak-
ers indicating quantity with iconic gestures of hold-
ing up the equivalent number of fingers, as for the
utterance “seven blocks”. As with negation, since
this is denoted with the attribute relation and con-
stant :quant 7, we cannot link it to the content of
the iconic gesture.

In addition to these specific limitations, AMR’s
abstraction from surface syntax results in mean-
ingful gaps in representing cross-modal interaction
and semantics. As one of the first corpora to an-
notate AMR for speech instead of text, we faced
challenges in annotating speech-specific phenom-
ena such as pauses, disfluencies, and repetitions.
Such phenomena play an important role in con-
struing meaning in dialogue. Additionally, the lack
of token alignment and inability of AMR to recre-
ate surface structure is difficult when annotating
alignment between modalities that is temporally
determined and dependent. For example, we no-
ticed variation in how long speakers held their ges-
tures, as well as the specific timing between words
contained in a single AMR and separate gestures.
Though we attempted to capture this in our ELAN
annotation interface, some subtle details could not
be captured.

6. Conclusion

We present an annotated multi-layered corpus of
speech and gesture AMR aligned temporally with
speech signals and semantically through multi-
sentence AMR to capture cross-modal corefer-
ence. Evaluation of our corpus both quantitatively
and qualitatively shows multimodal meaning repre-
sentation to be a challenging yet promising line of
research to further both theoretical analysis of mul-
timodal interaction and practical implementation of
such representation schemes. Given the strictly
defined domain of our corpus, we identify the need
to develop even more fine-grained semantic repre-
sentations of gesture, particularly as they are con-
veyed spatiotemporally. AMR proves to be a flex-
ible representation scheme adaptable to this do-
main. Future work can continue to explore how to
embed such representations in broader schema of
situated grounding.
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